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Concept:    Number Patterns, Factors, Multiples, Ratio, Proportion, Percent, 
Number Lines, Calculator Strategies 
 
Fundamental theorem:  All composite numbers (those that can be factored by two larger 
numbers than one) can be expressed as a product of two prime numbers (those that can 
only be a factor of themselves and one:  3, 5, 7, 11, 13, etc.)  An example: 201 = 3 x 67.  
Many times we express this in a factor tree or in prime factorization. An example is 24, 
finding the primes that are its factors would leave us with 2 x 2 x 2 x 3.  
 
Least Common Multiple – The smallest non-zero number that is a multiple of both 
numbers.  For 4 and 5 the least common multiple is 20. 
 
Greatest Common Factor – The greatest counting number that is a factor of each of the 
numbers.  For the numbers 18 and 24, six is the greatest common factor. 
 
Divisibility patterns:  Any number ending in an even number is divisible by 2. 
               Any number ending in a 0 or 5 is divisible by 5. 
               Any number ending in 0 is divisible by 10. 
               If the last two digits of a number are divisible by 4, the whole number will be 
divisible by 4. 
                If the last three digits of a number are divisible by 8 the whole number will be 
divisible by 8. 
                If the digits of a number, when added together are divisible by three, the whole 
number will be divisible by three. 
                If the digits of a number, when added together are divisible by nine, the whole 
number will be divisible by nine. 
 
 
The Fibonacci Sequence – A sequence of numbers where any number is generated by 
adding the two previous numbers together.    1  1  2  3  5  8  13 
 
Ratio – A relationship between two things.  3 to 5, 3:5, 3/5.  Scales in drawings, miles per 
hour. 
 
Rate – When a ratio involves two units uniquely different from each other.  Eight cans for 
a dollar.  12 eye blinks per minute.  Distance equals rate divided by time. 
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Proportion – A relationship between two or more equal ratios.  Once the ratio is 
determined, the pattern must be carried through.  For instance:  60km/1 hr = ?/5 hr. 
 
For proportion:  Cross multiply the numbers available and divide by the number left to 
solve for the missing number.  (60km x 5 hr.)/1 hr. = 300 km. 
 
Solving for percent.  Question, what is 40% of 120.  40/100 = ?/120.  Solve the same as 
for proportion by cross multiplying and dividing.  (40 x 120)/100 = 4800/100 or 48. 
 
Number lines are a representation of a geometric line with arrowheads in both directions.  
If we mark a number line equidistant, the first point we label as 0 is referred to as the 
origin. Between each number we have one unit length.  A conventional number line 
represents greater numbers to the right and lesser numbers to the left.  Greater than, less 
than and the ordinal nature are visualized using a number line. 
 
Calculator competence should involve the use of an algebraic calculator(one that follows 
the PEMDAS order of operations).  A student should become familiar with the clear, 
memory and all algebraic, algorithmic and notation keys.  Practice in estimation and 
mental math along with the use of the calculator will reinforce skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


